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Installation Instructions 3-31-21

Model RYK-RWSHB
Steps needed to install your Ryker Rear Water Shield. With Spyder
Extras Driver Backrest Installed
DO NOT USE IMPACT DRILL ON BOLTS OR NUTS.
(Stainless Steel Hardware is Softer Metal and can strip the threads.)

You must use lubricant on bolts and nuts to prevent galling. Minimum WD40, preferably Anti-Seize
Stainless Steel Lubricant MRO 1000

Complete Kit shown above. For all Ryker Models with Max Mount using Rear Rack, Passenger Seat
Kit & Trunk mount Kit.
1.- The new Water Shield for the Ryker is a custom fit to the rear max Mount. Unlike the plastic shield, this
shield allows you to remove a rubber plug to assist in removal of the rear passenger seat that often
requires you to push up the button that releasees the seat from the bottom. This hole allows you to push
with you hand for easy access.
When installing the rubber plug push firmly up in the hole for the lip of the seal to seal into the hole.
2.-Place the unit as shown in the photos below. Once you place the 6mm bolts in the top first two sets of
mount holes closest to the driver screw them in snug at this point.
Then the lower tabs on each side take a 7/32” drill bit, align equally so the metal shield is flush each side,
hold in place and drill center of the opening a 7/32” hole each side. Once done take the plastic inserts and
apply to the outside of the shield through the hole you drilled in the max amount and add the metal screw
and tighten down. Once tight then tighten down the upper 6mm bolts.

Your New Water Shield is Now Installed!

We thank you for purchasing one of our Ryker Accessory Kits. Today we know the need for accessories that
provide a higher level of comfort while riding and we have solved that demand with a stylish system that
compliments the design of your Spyder!
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